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Answers For The 21st Century Organization
Our experts have taken the very best from Right Management’s Leadership Development solutions, and
distilled them into a suite of finely tuned Leadership Development learning modules with this key purpose
in mind: to accelerate the development of business leaders in a way that effectively addresses the core
competencies and capabilities required to drive business outcomes.
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Overview:

Right Management’s Leadership Development Skills Suite [LDSS] delivers a learning experience that will
far exceed the impact of traditional training methods. Our solutions are concise, targeted and reliable, and
specifically built to overcome particular leadership challenges. Right Management can quickly mobilize to
engage and scale our LDSS learning modules to any size business requirements.
Modules

We work directly with clients to create a learning experience designed to meet the unique needs of leaders
and their organizations. Our Leadership Development solutions include:

• Meaningful, accurate and reliable content: Using the latest thinking in micro-learning, the content of
each package reflects critical topics for development.

• Integrated technology: Integrated learning reinforcement technology ensures participants achieve
maximum learning retention and sustainable behavioral change.

• Action: Greater focus on driving business outcomes for both individual and organizational success.
and one-on-one or team coaching.
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• Add-on options for an enhanced experience: Upgrade the experience with action learning, simulations,
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Right Management turns knowledge into action and yields the greatest return on investment for our clients.
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Overview:
Right Management has re-imagined the participant learning experience to provide just the right blend of
relevant content with technology-driven reinforcement that drives sustained behavioral change.
Built with these elements in mind, we created a collection of Leadership Development Modules—
Leadership Development Skills Suite—designed to address the most common, yet critical to overcome
challenges that leaders at all levels experience, no matter what industry.
Our LDSS modules effectively leverage Right Management’s core global capabilities in assessment, coaching,
leadership development and organizational effectiveness.
Enhancements:

LDSS MODULE

Advancing into Leadership

Accelerate
Performance

Accelerating Team Performance
Leading Change
Leading in a Complex Environment
Leading with a Strategic Perspective
Building a Climate of Trust
Coaching to Unleash Talent
Developing Talent
Engaging Your People

Dare
to Lead

Communicating with Impact
Communicating Your BEST
Influencing Across Boundaries
Leading with Emotional Intelligence
Sparking Innovation
Transforming Conflict to Collaboration
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Organizations can upgrade by combining any of the modules in whatever configuration they prefer, creating
highly customized solutions packages that will super-charge their leadership development program.
Add-ons to further enhance the learning journey include: Leadership Assessments, complete 360 Assessments,
and the addition of a world-class Right Management coach.
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Overview:
Technology has revolutionized the way that people work, think and feel, influencing how the modern person learns
and retains information. As a part of a multigenerational workforce, the modern learner demands a hybrid, real-time
approach to learning: digital, face-to-face and virtual.
In a dynamic market environment, it’s important for individuals to seek out continuous skills development in order to
remain attractive to employers, and for companies to enable their workforce to learn new skills and to adapt to new
processes and technologies.

Who is The Modern Learner?

Our solutions deliver a learning experience the modern learner craves: one that incorporates the right
blend of technology-enhanced learning and reliable content.

• Modern Technology: Technology-enhanced micro-learning that strengthens learning reinforcement in
a truly engaging way.

• Engaging: Highly interactive, hands-on experiential learning exercises

Modern
Learner

• Content: Always current, thought provoking and focused on building knowledge

Modules

Designed for the Modern Learner:
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The Modern Learner is at the center of the Human Age. With so many data sources, the modern
learner is flooded with information—both good and bad. Absorbing information on this massive
scale has resulted in individuals capable of synthesizing and discerning knowledge faster than
ever before.

• Leader Participation: Integrates “Leader Participation” from the client. Pushes leaders to internalize
and own the linkage between business success and leadership development

• Comprehensive Delivery: Utilizes ALL of Right Managements technologies and solutions for
maximum results

• Measurable Results: Outcome based metrics designed to monitor, track and report participants’
learning progress
Technology
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Overview:
Organizations are faced with increasingly diverse workforces and individuals who seek learning opportunities will
be advantageously positioned for career growth.
This is why we have created a highly experiential and interactive participant learning experience that enables the
modern learner with enhanced cutting-edge technology. To provide the most effective participant learning and
retention results, we partnered with Mindmarker® to enhance our technology delivery methods.

Micro-learning

Actively designed to overcome the “Forgetting Curve” via the right combination and delivery of
digital, face-to-face and virtual learning tools. Targeted at key learning and behavioral objectives—
content is reinforced with engaging activities that are spaced, repetitive and measurable.

Mindmarker® App:

Through the strategic use of smart reminder push notifications, Mindmarker® is a highly engaging learning tool that
personalizes the participant’s learning path. Taking full advantage of the micro-learning approach, Mindmarker®
uses a modular format for focused engagement in short bursts which yields higher overall achievement.
Key Features of Mindmarker®:

Mindmarker® Analytics Include:

• Gamified approach to learning, including scoring
• Multiple content delivery formats including: video, text,

• Real-time data & reporting, providing feedback

images, questions, audio, pdf documents and links
Multiple courses
Localization (language and timing)
Customizable security settings
Android, iOS, Windows and Browser compatible

and analysis on learning behavior outcomes

•
•
•
•
•
•

LMS integration
Compare participant responses
Create actionable intelligence
Create and save customized reports
Create custom groups for additional analysis
Review and analyze participants’ behavior changes
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Mindmarker® ‘learning reinforcement’ technology was built from over 10 years of scientific research focused on our
natural learning patterns to decode how the brain organizes and retains information. This mobile app
was developed to help participants remember, reinforce and apply what they learned by sending
interactive push notification reinforcement reminders at critical times following learning sessions. Mindmarker®
helps people beat the forgetting curve.
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Learning Reinforcement Technology
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An advanced method of teaching—based on extensive learning research—that takes advantage
of how people learn by delivering learning content in small, relevant bits of information. This
technique takes full advantage of how people learn, especially in the Human Age.

